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Liberty Companion Bed Range

Liberty Healthcare Manufactures both Non-Electric/Flat Companion Beds & Adjustable Companion Beds in Australia,
to suit the individual situation and desired goals of its customers. Our Companion range is designed with users and their
partners in mind. The companion range creates flexibility and comfort for users wishing to sleep next to their partner. We
offer a choice in our split bed range – sizing will depend on the available space in your bedroom and our Equipment
Specialist can advise what options are available to best suit your bedroom, considering your requirements and other
equipment that you also may require in your bedroom.
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Bed Frame and Base Platform
Our bed frame is constructed entirely in Quality Steel and the base platform is padded with optional depths of
25mm/50mm/100mm foam - Our Equipment Specialist will script so that your beds are at the same height.

Companion Bed Compatibility – Flat non-electric OR an Adjustable bed
We offer non-electric companion beds manufactured with the same quality steel frame, padded platform base, and
sturdy lockable castors. All our split-bed designs are scripted to be at the same height (from floor to top of mattress) even
if the beds have different functionality. When we manufacture our Split-Beds we also take into consideration any
differences in depths of mattresses required by the end user and their partner. We also offer Adjustable beds for your
Partner, and this can be either our Homecare with head and leg elevations or a fully functional Hilo with head and leg
elevations.

Variable Lockable Castor Options
Liberty Healthcare beds are supported by Superior Grade, non-marking, high shock absorption lockable castors. These
are available in the following sizes: 50mm/75mm/100mm/125mm also providing the option of feet for those not requiring
the bed to move or benefit from the lowest possible bed height in its resting position. Companion beds are not attached,
and once castors are locked your beds will stay together and ensure minimal gapping between them.

Standard Bed Sizes Available for Homecare/Hilo Range

DVA Cards Accepted
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Bed range
Accessories
Cosmetic Accessories
Mattresses
Warrenty

For further information please refer to the following brochures:

Servicing
Servicing every 24 months is required under our warranty disclosure.
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*10 year Steel Frame warranty


